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Abstract-The current paper presents a Sliding Mode Controller 

(SMC) for indirect field-oriented Cascaded Doubly Fed Induction 

Generator (CDFIG) powered through a Matrix Converter (MC). 

The proposed SMC employs a continuous control strategy to 

accomplish free chattering fractional-order sliding-mode control 

and to ensure that the control of the first DFIG stator's reactive 

and active power is separated. An MC is used to control the 

current provided to the second stator of the CDFIG as an 

alternative to standard voltage source inverters. The two MCs 

are controlled via Space-Vector Pulse-Width Modulation 

(SVPWM) and Indirect Field Oriented Control (IFOC). The 

proposed Wind Power Generation System (WPGS) is used with 

the purpose to ensure Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) 

sensing under various disturbance variables such as turbulent 

wind. The simulation results prove the efficiency and robustness 

of the proposed method. 

Keywords- Sliding Mode Control (SMC); Wind Power 

Generation System (WPGS); Cascaded Doubly Fed Induction 

Generator (CDFIG); Matrix Converter (MC) 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The current interest in wind energy comes from the need to 
develop less expensive, clean, and sustainable WPGSs [1], 
while reducing maintenance cost and increasing availability 
and production [2], hence, the need for the research regarding 
electromechanical converters of high reliability [2]. Many WTs 
are equipped by DFIGs [3] to produce electrical energy [4-9]. 
Furthermore, brushes and slip-rings, are fitted with wound-
rotor induction machines, which may pose maintenance issues. 
In addition, because of its similar characteristics, a CDFIG is a 
strong candidate for DFIG replacement [10-15]. 

In this work, a perturbation observer-based SMC of CDFIG 
associated with MC for optimal power extraction is proposed. 

To govern the active and reactive power injection to the 
electrical power grid via the WPGS, controllers with dynamical 
variable structure and adaptive control are applied. The purpose 
of this of this technology is to achieve chatter-free fractional 
order SMC as well as decoupled active and reactive power 
regulation in the stator. The three-phase MC is among the 
recent generations of the conventional direct-power AC-AC 
converter. There are nine bidirectional switches in total. The 
MC has various advantages over traditional AC-AC converter 
topologies, including the ability to reverse the power flow via 
the MC, i.e. it can operate in all four quadrants of the voltage-
current plane, allowing it to operate with both modes, either 
with a generator or with a motor. Assuming hypothetical zero-
loss switches, the instantaneous power input should be 
equalized to the power output due to the lack of energy storage 
devices. On the other hand, it is not required that the input and 
output reactive powers are in agreement. On the MC inputs and 
depending on the load to be supplied, it is possible to modify 
and preset the phase angle between the voltages and currents, 
which does not have to be the same as the output [16-18]. 

The extensive research on MC began with [19]. This 
method was founded on a duty-cycle matrix technics and it is 
introduced using time domain quantities. SVM is a modulation 
solution, based on the representation of space vectors in 
complex space [20-22]. Direct SVM (DSVM) [23] and Indirect 
SVM (ISVM) [24] are two techniques that have been 
developed. The ISVM approach is investigated in this study. 
ISVM is a modulation approach that divides the input current 
and output voltage control into two phases. To regulate the 
entire MC, two transfer matrices are required, and the well-
known SVM approach is used for the rectifying and inverting 
stages respectively [14]. 
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II. DESCRIPTION OF THE WPGS 

The direct MC is made up of 9 bidirectional switches that 
allow any input phase a, b, c to be connected to any output 
phase A, B, C. According to Figure 1, each output phase 
contains a set of 3 switches connected to the 3 input phases. 
The sinusoidal output voltage with variable frequency and/or 
magnitude must be calculated from the input voltages defined 
by a constant frequency and magnitude [14]. There are 2 major 
limitations on how an MC may operate: (a) no short circuits are 
permitted in the 3 input phases and (b) no circuits with 3 output 
phases may ever be opened [25]. 

 

 

Fig. 1.  Matrix converter topology. 

A. Space Vector Modulation (SVM) 

The MC is represented as a two-level converter connected 
by an imaginary DC link in order to employ the SVPWM: the 
first level acts as an input rectifier with the current link and the 
second level acts as an output voltage source inverter [17, 26]. 
For further information, the interested reader is directed to [2, 
21-27]. 

 

 

Fig. 2.  Power circuit topology of the 3×3 IMC. 

B. SVM for the Rectifier Stage 

The following transformation is used to describe the input 
current space vector ��� as a space vector: 

��� = �� (�� + �
���� + ������� )    (1) 

The neighboring switching vectors Iγ and Iδ are multiplied 
with the corresponding duty cycles dγ and dδ to create I*. �∗ = ���� + ����     (2) 

Figure 3 shows the reference current vector synthesis. 

C. SVM For the Inverter Stage 

The output voltage vector is represented as: 

���� = �� (�� + ������ + ������� )    (3) 

Two consecutive switching vectors �� and �  with duty 

cycles �� and �  synthesize the reference output voltage space 

vector as follows: �∗ = �!"! + � �     (4) 
The active vectors' duty cycle is computed as: 

⎩⎪⎨
⎪⎧�! = '(') = *+ ,-.( /� − 1+)

� = '2') = *+ ,-.( 1+)
�3 = '4') = 1 − (�! + � )

    (5) 
where 1+  represents the angle between the reference voltage 
vector and the actual hexagon sector. The appropriate voltage 
transmission ratio is determined by the voltage adjustment 
indicator denoted as mV [28]. In this application, for all MC 
bidirectional switches, it is necessary to create a single 
modulation mechanism from the two separate space vector 
modulations. 

 

 
Fig. 3.  Reference current vector synthesis. 

D. Model of CDFIG  

The CDFIG consists of 2 induction generators, with p1 and 
p2 being their pole-pairs, connected in cascade to remove the 
brushes and copper rings in the Conventional Doubly Fed 
Induction Machine (DFIM) [2, 13, 29]. Figure 4 shows the 
mechanical and electric coupling of two wound rotors. In a 
synchronously rotating d–q frame, the mathematical model of 
the electrical machine is detailed in [2]. The purpose of the 
choosing of a d–q reference frame where the d-axis is in 
agreement with the first stator flux is to have its quadrature 
component equal to zero [18]. 

 

 
Fig. 4.  Mechanical and electric coupling of two IG equivalents to the 

CDFIG. 

The second stator's active and reactive powers, voltages, 
and currents can be written in accordance with the rotor 
currents as follows: 
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⎩⎪
⎨
⎪⎧"67� = 87�-67� + (97� − :. 9<�) 6�=)6�−,. >7(97� − :. 9<�). -?7�"?7� = 87�-?7� + (97� − :. 9<�) 6�@)6�+,. >7(97� − :. 9<�). -67� + ,. ABCD)A)C

    (6) 

EF7G = −:. �7 ABCA)C -?7�
H7G = D)I).A)C J1 + �.ABC

A)C.ABK − :. �7 ABCA)C -67�    (7) 

where , = (>7 − (LG + L�). MN)/>7  and : = 9<�/(9NG +9N� − ABC
A)C ). The sliding surfaces S(ids2), S(iqs2) relative to stator 

currents are defined as: 

PQ(-?7�) = -?7�_NST − -?7�Q(-67�) = -67�_NST − -67�    (8) 

For the chosen variables to converge to their reference 
values, both surfaces must be zero: 

EQ• (F) = 66� (-?7�_NST − -?7�) = 0
Q• (H) = 66� (-67�_NST − -67�) = 0    (9) 

The control algorithm is defined by the relations: 

PVXY� = VXY�_ZX + VXY�_[V\Y� = V\Y�_ZX + V\Y�_[    (10) 

⎩⎪⎨
⎪⎧�?7��S? = 87�-?7� − 97G A)��AB�D)ABC F•7G]^_ −,>7G(97� − :9<�)-67� + ABCA)C :,�7�?7�_� = G̀(97� − :9<�) ,a.( Q(-?7))

    (11) 

⎩⎪⎨
⎪⎧�?7�^@ = 87�-?7� − 97G A)��AB�D)ABC F•7G]^_−,>7G(97� − :9<�)-67� + ABCA)C :,�7�?7�_� = G̀(97� − :9<�) ,a.( Q(-?7))

    (12) 

where Vqs2-eq, Vds2-eq are the equivalent control voltages used to 
maintain the variable to be controlled on the sliding surface, 
Vqs2-n , Vds2-n are switching control voltages used to check the 
convergence condition because the parameters of the system 
are imprecise. An SMC block diagram applied to the CDFIG is 
schematized in Figure 6 according to (11)-(12). The goal is to 
capture the maximum aerodynamic power without exceeding 
the allowable power of the converter. Furthermore, the pitch 
angle is raised to lose aerodynamic power when the power 
converter's maximum rating is reached [2]. The SMC of 
CDFIG with MPPT using MC is shown in Figure 8. 

 

 
Fig. 5.  The equivalent control voltage’s structure. 

 

Fig. 6.  Sliding mode control block diagram of the CDFIG. 

III. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The proposed WPGS was realized in Matlab/Simulink 
environment as presented in Figure 7, according to the control 
block diagram illustrated in Figure 6. We employed the DFIG 
parameters listed in [2]. In this section, the simulation of a 

direct grid connection of CDFIG through the first stator that is 
controlled through its second stator winding via AC/AC direct 
converter is presented. The considered system is controlled 
with the purpose to generate maximum energy while 
minimizing loads.  
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Fig. 7.  The proposed WPGS model in Simulink. 

Figure 8 gives the wind speed variance applied to the 
WPGS. Figure 9 shows the power coefficient and Figure 10 
gives the corresponding pitch angle. The pitch angle of the WT 
is controlled to ensure that it work as hard as possible with 
maximum power coefficient.  

 

 
Fig. 8.  Wind speed profile. 

 

Fig. 9.  Power coefficient 

 
Fig. 10.  Pitch angle. 

 
Fig. 11.  First stator active and reactive powers. 

 
Fig. 12.  Grid active and reactive powers. 

 
Fig. 13.  Second stator active and reactive powers. 

The first stator's active and reactive powers are given in 
Figure 11. We can see clearly that for the first stator, both 
active and reactive powers are in agreement with their 
references. The grid active and reactive powers are shown in 
Figure 12 and the second stator active and reactive powers are 
shown in Figure 13. In a hyper-synchronous operation case, it 
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is clearly evident that a portion of the active power exceeding 
1.5MW is transmitted to the grid from the second stator side of 
the CDFIG. The first stator’s voltage and current curves are 
illustrated in Figure 14. As we can see, the sinusoidal current 
and voltage are in phase opposition as illustrated in Figure 15.  

 

 

Fig. 14.  First stator voltage and current. 

 

Fig. 15.  Zoom first stator voltage and current. 

The voltage and current curves of the second stator are 
depicted in Figure 16. We can conclude that according to the 
slip s value, the frequency of the voltage and the current 
change, as depicted in Figures 17 and 8. Furthermore, in the 
case of synchronous operation mode, the slip is equal to zero 
and the voltage and current of the second stator have 
continuous forms as illustrated in Figure 19. 

 

 
Fig. 16.  Second stator voltage and current. 

 
Fig. 17.  Zoom second stator voltage and current (S > 0). 

 

 

Fig. 18.  Zoom second stator voltage and current (S = 0). 

 
Fig. 19.  Zoom second stator voltage and current (S < 0). 

Many studies have dealt with DFIG control issues for 
several applications and many approaches have been proposed 
[30-35]. A very interested work is proposed in [30], where the 
authors propose SMC and an update of SMC, called terminal 
SMC to control the output voltage of CDFIG. Authors in [31] 
present a grid synchronization method founded on SMC for 
sub–and super–synchronous mode. A promising technique 
called super twisting sliding mode control was applied in [32-
34] with the purpose of power control. All these works ignore 
pitch control and the CDFIG is not supplied via an MC. In 
contrast, authors in [35] use SMC with an MC but for a motor 
application. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, an SMC for indirect field-oriented CDFIG 
associated with MC was proposed. The suggested SMC is 
intended to lower chattering phenomena levels, and this has 
been confirmed by the simulation results of a nonlinear 
controlled system. The recommended MC was simulated, and 
the results demonstrate that it is capable of controlling the 
secondary side voltage and frequency even in an operational 
situation with bidirectional power flow. The goal of the pitch 
controller is to capture the maximum aerodynamic power 
without exceeding the power allowable of the converter. The 
results of the simulation showed that the active and reactive 
powers closely match their reference values. A near unity input 
power factor has been achieved by carefully managing MC's 
input power factor. The lack of any energy storage element in 
MC preserves and prolongs the life of the proposed structure. 
The wind speed is applied in such a way, as to have the three 
operating modes of the WT, namely synchronous, hyper-
synchronous, and hypo-synchronous. The results obtained in 
this study can be found with DFIG instead of CDFIG, but 
CDFIG has the advantages of reducing the maintenance cost, 
eliminating the contacts between copper rings and brushes, and 
reducing the size of the gearbox in the WPGS. 
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